**ORC Limited**

**Regulation 29.1**

A submission from the Executive Committee

**Proposal**

Delete Regulation 18.7 and amend Regulation 29.1

**29. ORC LIMITED**

29.1 ISAF recognizes the ORC Ltd as the sole authority to manage and administer:

(a) the International Measurement System (IMS) of rating and the IMS regulations with the consent given by US Sailing;

(b) the ORC Club Rule; The ORC Grand Prix Rating system and Classes, The IOR Rule; The ILC rule and Classes;

(c) additional Measurement Rating Rules or Systems that the ORC may develop or administer in the future;

(d) measurement Practices for all ORC Rules or Systems;

(e) classes established under ORC Rules or Systems;

(f) championship Rules for ORC Classes;

(g) world championships as authorized by ISAF Regulation 18.7.

(a) The ORCi International Rating System

(b) The ORC Club International Rating System

(c) The ORC GP Rules

(d) The Biennial ISAF Offshore Team World Team Championship provided that:

   Each event is subject to approval by ISAF. There shall be at least four teams representing four different nations or countries

(e) The ORCi International Rating System World Championship

(f) The ORC Club International Rating System World Championship

(g) The IOR Rule, the IMS Rule and the IMS Regulations, the ILC Rule

**Current Position**

As above
Reason

1. For simplification to move Regulation 18.7 into 29.1 as both Regulations govern the ORC.
2. To recognize that the "Mini Maxi Division of the Maxi Class" has gained provisional ISAF International Class status at the ISAF Mid-Year 2009 Conference and therefore should not be in Regulation 18.7(a).
3. To recognize that the IMS 600, IMS 50, and IMS/ORCi 670 Classes are no longer active.